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MEMBERSHIP-CARD POLICY 
Membership cards will be sent as inclusions in the newsletter. Members who renew their 
membership or new members will receive new membership cards in the issue following 
Don Dunn's recording of their dues paymenL This procedure was instituted in place of 
sending cards by snail-mail to reduce mailing costs and to simplify the coordination of 
bookkeeping between newsletter mailing-lists and membership lists (i. e.� membership 
eard lists). 

USFG NEWSLETIER BACK 
ISSUES AVAILABLE 

Copies of the following back issues of the USFG Newsletter have been reproduced and 
arc now available from the Guild's Newsletter Editor: 

March 1995; September 1995; December 1995; March 1996 
June 1996; September 1996; December 1996; and all issues since June 1998. 

Baek issues (while the supply lasts) are priced at $2.50 per issue plus mailing costs 
($1.00 for one issue plus S0.50 for each additional issue mailed in the same package 
(i.e.� $3.50 for one issue and $3.00 for each additional issue mailed in the same enve
lope). 

SEND FUNDS AND ISSUE NUMBERS TO THE TREASURER DON DUNN. HE 
WILL TIIEN PASS THE REQUEST TO THE EDITOR. § 
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

This year has started out being a fine one for fuceting and fuceting 
events. Tucson seemed even more chaotic than usual, but I was 
able to attend the OPLC fuceting get together. It was a pleasure 
seeing Charlie Moon, Art Kavan, Dieter lrmischer, Dick Fairless, 
Glenn Klein and a number of other USFG members. There was 
certainly a wealth of fuceting wisdom assembled in the room that 
evening! I would encourage all of you to attend a fuceting-related 
conference regardless of where you live. The presentations usu
ally make the effort more than worthwhile and the friendships, 
new and old, are truly priceless. 

June 20, 2003 is fast approaching and for those of you who have 
forgotten, that is the deadline to have your single stone competi
tion entry in the mail. It is also the deadline for mailing in your 
stones for the North American Faceting Challenge although I sus
pect that those of you planning to enter the inaugural competition 
of this bi-annual, odd-year, event are well aware of deadlines. 
Most of us who have entered competitions at any level have come 
away with a much better understanding of how to fiu:et- an under
standing that helps improve our day-to-day faceting pleasure. I 
urge all of you who haven't competed to jump into the game and 
see what it's all about. You'll find out if your polish is really 
"competition" grade and if your meetpoints truly meeL Win, draw 
or lose -it doesn't really matter -you will end up making real 
progress in your fuceting ability if you take the time to do your 
best and have it evaluated by one of the master cutters who judges 
the contesL 

LtC"W:pnan 
President, USFG § 

CORRECTION 
The December issue of this newsletter carried an article on "The 
Loupe" . Please note that the issue spelled the author's name 
Hirschmann rather than Hirschman ( one "n" rather than two). Our 
apologies for this error. § 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The December issue of this newsletter car
ried an article "Faceting Synthetic Gemstones-Design Number 4 
of a Series-Lighthouse. " The cutting instruction for the crown 
were inadvertently omitted so here they are. § 
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ABOUT THE "U/W" IN THE USFG 
NEWSLETTER'S STONE DIAGRAMS 

f:D/TOR'S NOTE: Many stone diagroms for this newsletter are 
orinJed with GemPrinJ. The GemPrinJ software converts one of 
!,he stone dimensions into a "UIW" expression. Robert Strick
and, developer of the GemPrint software, provides an explano

·,;on of the term.§ 

T/W and U/W will not necessarily be measured point-to-point or 
flat-to-flat on all designs. The most precise definition I can think 
ofat the moment is: On the top (plane) view of the stone drawing, 
draw the smallest possible rectangle with sides parallel to the 
edges of the paper that contain all of the table. This rectangle will 
touch at least four points on the table and might lie on top of one 
or more edges of the table outline. The length of the long side of 
this rectangle will be T, and the length of the short side of the 
table will be U. If the stone has a diamond-shaped table, both T 
and U will be measured point-to-poinL If a round brilliant is 
drawn so that four edges of the table are parallel to the edges of 
the paper, both T and U will be the same, and both will be mea
sured flat-to-flaL In any event, GemPrint will draw dimension 
lines on the drawing in the margins of the top view that clearly 
indicate T and U. § ,1 OLLI WINBERG, FINLAND 11 

II 111----D-
UE

_S _AN_D_N_E_W_ S_L_E_TIE __ R _P_O_L _IC_Y __ _ 

"'''""'"""""·--· 
SOURCES OF THIS 

NEWSLETIER'S INFORMATION 
The USFG is continously involved in such newsletter 
( and information) exchanges which currently include 
the following newsletters and their respective publish
ing guilds: 

ANGLES-Faceters Guild of Southern California 

F ACETERS' STONECHA T-UK Faceter Cutters 
Guild 

FACETS-Columbia-Willamette Faceter's Guild 

FACET TALK-Australian Faceters' Guild 

MEET POINTS-Vancouver Island Faceters' Guild 

THE CRYSTAL AND GEM NEWS-North Puget 
Sound Faceting Guild 

NEWSLETTER-The North York Faceters Guild 

NEWSLETTER-Texas Faceters' Guild 

OFF-THE-DOP-lntermountain Faceters Guild 

THE TRANSFER BLOCK-The Faceters Guild Of 
Northern California. § 
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New membership cards are being sent to each member each time 
they renew their membership. 

POST YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD IN A CONSPICUOUS 
PLACE IN ORDER TO BE TIMELY REMINDED OF YOUR 

MEMBERSHIP EXPIRATION DATE. 

When you receive an issue, if your membership will expire before 
the next issue, the address label on the mailing envelope will dis
play 

DUES DUE. 

All members who receive a 

DUES DUE 

issue will receive one more complimentary issue. The name tine 
on the address label on the mailing envelope that issue will display 

FINAL REMINDER. 

For members who elect not to renew their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 

issue will be the FINAL ISSUE mailed. For members who renew 
their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 

issue will be the first issue for their renewed membership year. § 

USFG WEBPAGE URL 

bttp://www .usfacetersguild.org 
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POLISHING LAPS AND POWDERS 

Theory And Application 

By Thomas C. Smith 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many polishing powder and lap combinations that are in 
use for gemstone finishing. Some combinations which are almost 
universal, but to some faceters have drawbacks, such as rounded 
facet ribs, being too slow or not producing a good enough 
polish. There are other combinations which are rather exclusive 
to a few materials. 

This author believes from experience that the type of lap chosen is 
less important thao other factors which are: 

I.Type of polishing powder used. 
2. Vehicle on lap. 
3. Lubrication on lap. 
4. Lap speed. 

The purpose of this article is to give the faceter know-how on 
choice and control of the above factors including the type of lap 
used. 

POLISHING LAPS 

a Lap Hardness 

Generally, harder stones should be polished on harder laps to 
maintain lap trueoess and facet flatoess. We know that the Mohs' 
hardness of a lap gives some indication of its application but the 
Mohs' scale expresses only relative hardness. 

b. The Knoop Scale 

The Knoop scale is a quantitative hardness scale based on the 
force necessary to produce a standard size indentation under a 
constant load. Knoop units are in kilograms per square millime
ter. At the low end, gypsum is about 32 Knoop and diamond 
varies between 7,000 and I 0,000 Knoop al the high end. 

Knoop hardness, then, is true hardness measured with pressure. 
Knowing gem and lap hardness expressed in Knoop values can 
help the faceter lo accurately choose a lap to suit the desired re
sults. Here are a few metal hardnesses expressed in Knoop units: 

Zinc-119 Knoop 
Copper-163 Knoop (can be less, depending on annealing) 
Nickel-557 Knoop. 

Ceramic laps are made up of sintered oxide particles. While each 
particle may be very hard, the sintered aggregate is softer than the 
component crystals. 

c. Choosing a Polishing Lap--Based on Hardness 

Where there is direct contact between the lap and surface to be 
polished, the lap can be approximately 1/10 the hardness of the 
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material being polished to get a good quality polish to the unaided 
eye and I OX magnification. This is sufficient for gemstones. For 
precision optical components, a lap of approximately 1/50 to 
1/100 the hardness of the material being polished can be used to 
remove microscratches. 

Laps as hard or harder than the material being polished can be 
used only if a lubricious layer exists between the lap and the sur
face to be polished. Examples are a properly lubricated ceramic 
lap or a polishing pad mounted on a hard lap. 

d. Lap Velocity -Facet Downfeed 

For polishing. lap speeds can vary from zero to fifty rpm's. Faster 
speeds tend to throw slurry off the lap. A guide the author uses is: 
the harder the lap, the slower the speed, unless lubrication on the 
lap surface is increased. This is because, even on a stone harder 
than the polishing lap, the firmness and torque of a hard lap can 
cause a small fragment of a facet nl, to break off and scratch the 
filcet, also producing contamination. 

Pressure exerted on a facet tends to push it into the lap surface. 
Lap material rigidity or elasticity promotes surfilce trueness over 
periods of use. The harder the lap, the lesser the facet pressure, 
unless lubrication on the lap surface is increased. However, on 
non-elastic soft laps, much pressure will quickly throw the surface 
out of true. 

e. Special Techniques-On the Ceramic Lap 

One technique should be mentioned here for use on very large 
facets, sharp-angled facets and stressed materials. Very light pres
sure should be applied on a stationary lap----the diamond suspen
sion should dry on the lap, then be used to polish. 

Facet nl, chipping is more likely on large and sharp-angled facets, 
and stressed materials, so very light pressure and heavier lubrica
tion is necessary. Polishing speed is much slower using this tech
nique thao by an aquaeous vehicle. 

( Methods Of Lap Truing 

There are several methods for truing a worn polishing lap: 

I. For commercial cutting. one need only flat sand the lap by 
hand on a piece of coarse aluminum oxide or silicon car
bide sandpaper fastened or glued to a firm, flat surface. 

2. For high-quality production cutting the lap may be turned 
on a lathe with a cutting tool to true the surface. 

3. For precision cutting of optically flat facets, the lap should 
be lapped optically flat on special equipment, This process 
is too expensive for the common professional or hobbyist, 

g. Testing Wheels For Integrity 

Any solid, uniform material lap, whether ceramic or metal, shoulu 
ring when tapped gently with a small, light hammer. If it does not 
ring. the wheel is cracked somewhere. A cracked wheel is much 
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more fragile than a solid wheel and also a surface crack can cause 
fucet scratching. 

Both ceramics and metals can have microcracking which results in 
better heat shock properties. In this case, the wheel will "ting" a 
very short time but will not "tink" as a cracked wheel will. The 
more the microcracking the shorter the duration of ring. Porosity 
has a similar effect but not as pronounced as microcracking. A 
solid, uniform material will ring for sometime when tapped. 

Editor's Note: At higher speeds, like those used in gemstone shap
ing, a cracked ceramic wheel, such as a silicon carbide grinding 
wheeL is a very dangerous thing which has caused injuries and 
death. The author tells us that at the slower speeds of normal 
faceting this is not a problem with ceramic laps. We must state, 
however, that you must proceed at your own risk. 

h. Scoring Or Not Scoring 

In the area of faceting, there are opposing opinions of whether 
scoring of polishing laps is necessary. From this author's experi
ence, scoring of6" and 8" polishing laps is unnecessary, provided 
a dissolving vehicle is used on the lap and lap speed is slow. 
In optical flat lapping, scoring is necessary to eliminate heat 
buildup and a vacuum beneath the surface of the workpiece. 
These scoring methods are done mechanically and are exacting. 
Methods for scoring or polishing laps for faceting are crude in 
comparison and have been found by this writer to lead to fucet 
edge rounding from projecting and curved segments of the lap. 

Laps used in production lapping usually begin at 12" in diameter. 
Workpiece surfuce areas are much larger than the table facets a 
faceter encounters� so in that area scoring is necessary. 

POLISHING POWDERS 

Polishing powders must have a higher melting point than the 
material being polished to flow the facet surface and to 
prevent fusion and breakout of polishing particles, resulting in pit
ting and scratching. There are exceptions to this on less often 
used polishing powders; e.g. tripoli and tin oxide. Also, if one 
assumes there are no other factors involved in the efficiency of 
polishing powders, then some substances that aren� used should 
work as polishes. 

There are other conditions and properties governing the efficacy 
of polishing powders: 

Impurities can slow down the speed of a polishing powder in addi
tion to destroying the proper finish with pitting or scratching. A 
polishing powder should be purified from the raw state. 

The molecular weight of a powder is important not only to keep it 
on the polishing lap surface but as a factor in flow polishing. At 
equal velocity and particle size, a higher molecular weight sub
stance has more kinetic energy than one of lower molecular 
weighL This kinetic energy is transmitted to the facet surface in 
polishing, thus flowing iL 

From the author's research, magnesium oxide, hardness 5'!, Mohs, 
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melting temperature 2800 degrees Celsius does not make a good 
polishing powder as a free polishing particle compared to cerium 
oxide, hardness 6 Mohs, melting temperature 2600 degrees Cel
sius which has a molecular weight four times that of magnesium 
oxide. Polishing peridot, glass, and quartz with magnesium oxide 
is very slow. In the author's opinion the only way MgO could be 
used as a polishing powder would be embedded in a lap, which is 
run at high speed. This would produce other problems as a result 
of the lap speed. The polishing material should have good thermal 
conductivity, particularly as the melting point of the polishing 
powder is close to or, less often, less than the material being pol
ished. Thermal conductivity has two parameters: 

I. Substance thermal conductivity 
2. Particle surfuce thermal dispersion. 

For example, tin oxide, Mohs hardness 6\/,. has a relatively low 
melting point, about 1200 degrees Celsius, is heavy enough to 
transmit kinetic energy to cause surface flow yet has little ten
dency to fuse into the facet surface which would result in pitting 
or scratching. High thermal conductivity is the explanation in this 
author's view. 

The thermal conductivity of tin oxide is slightly less than alu
minum oxide which is a relatively good thermal conductor for an 
oxide. 

Tripoli is a form of diatomaceous earth composed of amorphous 
silica Each particle is hollow and has a large surface area com
pared to volume, thus making thermal dispersion good when sus
pended in water, even though the thermal conductivity of dry 
tripoli and water is very poor. 

Silica has a lower melting temperature than corundum and is much 
softer, yet tripoli has been used to put a final polish on corundum. 
The author believes that this is due in part to the high thermal con
ductivity of corundmn, thus absorbing a great deal of the fiiction 
heat generated. The factors effecting usefulness of polishing ma
terials are then: 

a. Melting temperature 
b.Hardness 
c. Purity 
d. Molecular weight 
e. Thermal conductivity and dispersion 
f. Particle size. 

Diamond Polishing Powder 

While diamond has a low molecular weight; approximately 12, 
it has extreme hardness, 7 ,000-10,000 Knoop; high thermal con
ductivity and a high melting point. These latter factors over
whelmingly compensate for its low molecular weighL 

While diamond may not always render the finest optical polish, it 
will polish any polishable material. Diamond can be descnlled 
accurately as a universal polishing agenL The major factor in its 
use today is its cost per unit weight that is far above that of 
oxide polishing powders. 
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With a properly chosen polishing powder fucets can be polished 
on many different types of laps. In some cases an added lubricant 
is necessary. 

generalizations, so "discount store" prices should not be expected. 
The second type of glass used for lapidary purposes is the syn
thetic or man-made variety. "Man-made" is probably the better 
term of the two, because many of the types of glass used in sci en Cf' 
and industry do not occur in nature. However, either term is ac
ceptable: man-made is used in this artcle. Glass, in its simplest 

There are lap/powder combinations which often work, but to the " form, is made hy fusing silica (generally sand) with soda, potash 
techniques and standards of the author of those combinations. or lime. The resulting product is colorless, transparent and 8JDor-
Such published combinations do serve to help the novice get satis- phous. It has a hardness of about 5 on the Mohs scale and a re-
fuctory results but as one develops one's own standards, these old fi:active index of approximately 1.50. The addition of lead, bo-
lap/powder combinations may not serve to produce the desired rates and phosphates will change the hardness and refi:active index 
results. Knowledge of workable theories, techniques, and proper in varying degrees. If the compounds of certain metals are added, 
application of them is then necessary for the intermediate level colored glass is obtained. Iron will produce yellow to green, man-
fuceter to advance to the level of master. § ganese shades of purple, cobalt blue, etc. The wide color range _:_::.:.._ _____________ ..:_ _______ -I offers the main attraction to the 8Jllateur cutter. Two types of 

FACETING GLASS 

By Gerald I. Hemrich 

Glass comes in a wide range of colors, exceeding that of such nat
ural stones as tourmaline and corundum. It is inexpensive when 
compared to most fuceting materials, certain types of high lead 
glass being an exception. Flint and crown glass, the types most 
commonly used for fuceting, are readily available. The combina
tion of low cost and ready availability has led many cutters to use 
this material for experimental cutting. Even though glass offers 
many advantages, it also has a number of inherent disadvantages. 
Before discussing the problems, let us eX8JDine the material itself. 
There are two types of glass, natural and synthetic. Both types 
present about the S8JDe problems, so that this part of the discussion 
may be deferred until last. It should be noted here that natural 
glass does not have the wide color range of synthetic or man-made 
material. It should also be noted that some natural glasses are 
quite rare and virtually unobtainable; however they will have to be 
described for the sake of completeness. Only two varieties of nat
ural glass are commonly used for lapidary purposes--0bsidian and 
tektites. Most obsidian is opaque and is generally used for cabo
chons or om8JDental objects. Transparent material is sometimes 
found. Apache tears are the best known variety; they occur in 
varying shades of brown, with a color range of very light to dark. 
The lighter shades are preferred for fuceting because, as the color 
deepens, the 8JDount oflight reflected through the stone decreases 
rapidly. Such stones may appear opaque when finished, even 
though they are reasonably transparent when held against a strong 
light. Tektites have varying degrees of clarity, ranging from trans
parent to opaque. Their color range is rather limited; shades of 
brown, green and yellowish green seem to be it. As in the case of 
obsidian, the lighter shades of transparent material tend to reflect 
the most light and produce the most attractive gems. At present 
dealers seem well supplied with most varieties of tektites, but the 
two most desirable are virtually unobtainable. They are the mol
davites from Czechoslovakia and the Libyan Desert glass (thought 
by some to be tektites; others say it is a product of meteor impact). 
The former occur in varying shades of green and are perhaps the 
best of all natural glasses. The latter is a yellow to yellowish 
green and is seldom if ever obtainable from dealers; it is said to be 
so rare that very little has ever been cut. Natural glass is not plen
tiful; most stones will be small, but well chosen specimens are de
sirable to build an all-around collection. Time and patience are 
needed to achieve this goal. Price ranges are too wide to permit 
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glass are commonly used for lapidary purposes. Crown glass has 
a hardness of 5 to 514 and a refractive index ranging from 1.44 to 
1.55, though 1.50 may be considered average. Flint glass is also 
called stiass, paste or high lead glass. Its hardness is 5 or less, 
depending on the lead content. The refractive index is variable, 
ranging from approximately 1. 60 to as high as 1.80, again the 
8JDount of lead is the determining fuctor. Some types of flint glass 
are unstable, tending to oxidize or "frost" after being cut. Oxi
dization is caused hy the lead content and apparently nothing can 
be done to prevent it. A pale yellow flint glass that cuts very bril
liant stones seems most susceptible to oxidizing. Slag is a by
product of ore refining hy smelting or the assaying of minerals. 
Whether or not the slag resulting from commercial smelting oc
curs as transparent material suitable for fuceting is a moot ques
tion. If it does, the occurrences are extremely rare and of no im
portance in this discussion. For many years waste glass has bee, 
sold as "glass slag" and this presumably has given rise to the no
tion that waste glass and slag from smelting operations are the 
S8JDe. Cull et is really the correct ll8JDe for waste glass and if more 
widely known and used could clear up the present confusion of 
terms. Collet actually is defined as glass that can be re-smelted. 
In practice, waste glass or scrap glass would seem more accurate. 

Assay buttons are one type of man-made glass or slag whose ori
gins are certain. As noted above they are a by-product of assay
ing. Many of these buttons are clear and large enough to cut 
stones ofnearly an inch in di8JDeter. Their color range is normally 
yellow to green. The refractive index is high, presumably between 
I .  70 to 1.80, exact figures are not available. Due to the brilliance 
of finished stones their dispersion is assumed to be high. Stones 
cut from them are quite brilliant, but very unstable. They tend to 
oxidize within a relatively short time after cutting. Assay buttons 
have several major drawbacks that will presumably keep them 
from ever being more than lapidary curiosities. They are soft, 5 or 
less depending on the 8JDOunt oflead present . They are extremely 
sensitive to heat and shatter easily, often during sawing or pre
forming operations. Yet, in spite of their many drawbacks, they 
are things of beauty and a challenge to the cutter. To cut several 
of those successfully is an achevement. In considering the lap
idary treatment of glass we must remember its softness. It is best 
to consider all this material as brittle and heat sensitive (pyrex 
glass is not heat sensitive, but it produces a residue in cutting ti! 
will quickly remove the di8JDond from hand charged laps. It 
should be avoided). This means that considerable care should be 
used in sawing, preforming and dopping. The tendency of certain 
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types to oxidize should be kept in mind. These types have only a to see inside. Now most dealer.; are not going to let you polish a 
limited lifespan which is not are commendation for their use. The little window on a piece of rough so that you can see inside, and 
reftactive index of man-made glass is variable. Crown glass has a no one can really blame them for that. However, the uncertainty 
range froml .44 to 1 .55, with 1 .50 as the average. Flint glass may associated with buying expensive material is undoubtedly prevent-
range from 1.57 to 1 .80. These figures are not academic, because ing many a hobbyist from enjoying the fun of fuceting. With that 
the refractive index determines the angles at which gem materials . in mind, I want to discuss the solution to this problern-immer-
are cul Reftactometer readings are the only sure way of deter- sion. 
mining the refractive index. Most amateur lapidaries do not own 
one, largely because of their cost, so their use is limited. There 
are two rule of thumb methods of separating glass with an R.I. of 
less than 1.60 and that of over 1 .60. One is to use a simple scratch 
test; if the material is less than 5 in hardness, it is probably a high 
lead glass with an R.I. of 1 .60 or more. Glass with such an R.I. is 
best cut at: crown 40°; pavilion 40°, for the main facets. Glass 
with an R.L ofless than 1.60 may be cut with crown angles of 40°-
500and pavilion angles of 43°; crown 40° and pavilion 43° is a 
reasonable compromise. If the R.I. is in doubt, fucet a small stone 
with eight facets for both crown and pavilion. Use the 40-40 an
gles recommended for the 1.60 R.I. If you can read print through 
the stone, tlie R.I. is less than 1 .60 and the angles for subsequent 
stones must be increased. Glass may be sawed, preformed and 
fuceted in the same manner as other soft stones, brittle and heat
sensitive materials. Polishing is usually done on a cloth and wax 
lap with tin oxide as the agent Pitch laps, Ultra laps or other 
types designed for soft materials will presumably give equally 
good results. When fuceting glass, be sure to select flawless 
pieces; it is fuirly plentiful and flawed material is not acceptable 
on the grounds of rarity as is the case with certain natural stones. 
The Libyan Desert glass would be an exception. § 

HOW TO EVALUATE 
GEMS AND FACETING ROUGH 

By W. William Hannemen, PhD. 

The value of a fuceted stone or a piece of rough material depends 
upon three fuctorn---<:0lor, size and freedom from flaws. Deter
mining the color and size of a stone is relatively simple, but the 
ability to examine for flaws is another matter. 

A flawless stone is of course worth more than the same size gem 
containing an imperfection. Yet, if the flaw is very small and 
carefully located under the fucets at the girdle, it will escape de
tection by all but the most experienced. Thus the saying, "If you 
don't know your diamonds, know your jeweler,n is a very good 
idea. 

If you are buying faceted gems it is imperative that you have a 
means of looking into the "heart of the matter" so that you can see 
exactly what you are purchasing. If you are fuceting your own 
gems, then the success or failure of your venture depends upon 
your being able to buy your material wisely. You cannot afford to 
pay more for a piece of rough than the value of the stone you can 
cut from it. This is where your skill comes into play. The better 
you can estimate the size of the stone you can cut, the more suc
cessful you will be. But before you can make this estimate, you 
must know the location and size of every flaw and also if the color 
is evenly dispersed throughout the gem. In other words, you have 
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The laws of optics decree that if a transparent object is surrounded 
by another substance having the same color and reftactive index 
(R.l.), the object will become invisible. However, if that object 
contains flaws such as bubbles or inclusions of another material 
with a different refractive index, then those flaws will stand out 
clearly for all to see. Thus immersion fluids are immensely valu
able to the gem cutter. Those of you who are purchasing gems 
and especially those who buy rough material and fucet your own 
can't afford not to make use of this technique. This fact is so obvi
ous that every book on gems and faceting provides a list of suit
able imrner.;ion fluids. You've all seen these lists of weird and 
wondrous compounds like methylene iodide, monoiodonaphtha
lene, monobromonaphthalene, monochloronaphthalene, 
monoiodobenzene, bromoform, monobromobenzene, anise oil, 
clove oil, olive oil, toluene and benzol along with their reftactive 
indices. In the accompanying texts you are told that any material 
is better than nothing, but best results are obtained by closely 
matching the fluid to the stone. Unfortunately, you go away from 
that list with the impression that you will need at least 4 or 5 dif
ferent fluids if you seriously want to use the immersion method. 
Besides, if the author is conscientious he will warn you that many 
of these chemicals are expensive and/or poisonous. By then, you 
probably have decided to forget about the whole idea. As we said 
earlier, if the refractive index of the object and surrounding 
medium are identical, the object disappears. But, it is not neces
sary that the stone completely disappear for an immersion liquid to 
be useful A gem is faceted at certain prescribed angles to insure 
that the maximum amount of light which enters the stone through 
its crown is reflected back out the crown. The correct angles can 
be calculated for each gem as they depend upon the difference 
between the refractive index of the stone and that of air which by 
definition is 1 .00. However, as soon as you immerse a gem in any 
liquid, it will appear less brilliant 

This is because the difference in refractive indices of the stone and 
the liquid is now less than it was for air. The angles of the fucets 
now are not optimum for reflectivity, and more of the entering 
light passes through the gem. The same principle holds true for 
meeting rough. Now as the refractive index of the fluid is in
creased and approaches that of the gem, the stone will appear 
clearer and clearer until finally, when the refractive indices of the 
two become equal, the stone disappears. Since every liquid has a 
higher refractive index than air, it follows that any liquid is better 
than nothing. But the practical question to be answered is "Just 
how close does the reftactive index of the liquid have to match 
that of the gem before the liquid can be considered really useful?" 
Figure I illustrates this idea. A collection of seven round brilliant 
cut gems-rutile, zircon, corundum, spine!, peridot, beryl and 
quartz---<1re shown in I A. These pretty well cover the reftactive 
index range of stones worked by faceters. Each gem is supported 
by a wire loop. Notice that the facets were cut so that no trace of 
the loops can be seen through the stones. The apparent holes in 
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the centers of the peridot and quartz result from the fuct that their 
pavilions were improperly cut for maximum brilliance. This is a 
common occurrence in inexpensive, commercially cut gems. Fig
ure 1B shows the same stones immersed in water (R.l. 1.33). The 
loss of brilliance is immediately obvious, but you are still unable 
to see the wire loops. Thus, water is indeed better than nothing, 

but it is long way from being ideal. 

This is why immersion fluids are important All of those strange 
sounding names mentioned earlier are of different organic chemi
cal compounds. Now any organic chemical that you are likely to 
encounter will have a refractive index greater than that of water 
and thns will serve as a better immersion fluid. However, of the 
millions of different compounds, there are few organic liquids 
having a refractive index above 1.50 which are not unstable, poi
sonous or expensive. The one on most of the reference book lists 
having the highest refractive index is methylene iodide (R.I. 
1.7 4). While it is not particularly poisonous unless you bum it, it 
is unstable (will darken with time) and expensive. A four fluid 
ounce bottle will cost you at least $20. Figure IC shows the seven 
stones immersed in methylene iodide. The rutile is essentially un
changed in appearance. This is due to its extremely high refrac
tive index (R.L 2. 60). No immersion fluid is available which will 
match rutile, or, for that matter, diamond (R.I. 2. 42). The zircon 
(R.I. 1. 90) has become practically clear. Although the wire sup
port appears slightly fuzzy, any flaws in the stone could be readily 
seen. The corundum (R.I. 1.77) and spinet (R.I. 1.72) have almost 
completely disappeared. However, the peridot, beryl and quartz 
are again becoming visible. This picture is slightly misleading as 
the wire supports for the beryl and quartz should also appear 
fuzzy. The reason that this did not happen is that methylene io
dide has a specific gravity of3.325 at 20°C and therefore beryl 
and quartz float in this liquid. Thus, the wire support had to be 
placed on top of these stones to keep them immersed. This high 
density is another disadvantage of methylene iodide as an immer-

FUGURE I. The effect of the refractive in
dex of the surrounding medium on the ap
pearance of a faceted stone. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to the relatively 
poor quality of the original figure I had to 
work with. some extensive "touch-up .. work 
had to be done on it. Thus, the gray areas 
inside the wire loops that do not show any 
segments of facets should be inJerpreted as 
clear (i.e., invisible sections of the stone). § 
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sion fluid. Now if you evaluate methylene iodide, critically, you 
conclude that the use f ol range of this liquid for detecting flaws 
includes all minerals having a refractive index between about 1.5 
and 2.0 with the optimum range centered at 1.7 4. From this we 
can see that one actually doesn't need all or very many of the im· 
mersion fluids listed in the tables since a single one can have a 
usefol range of about 25 above or below its refractive index. 

We have already shown that no liquid can cover the complete 
range. Since rutile and strontium titanate are synthetically made, 
and few of us examine diamonds, it appears that the practical thing 
to do is eliminate those extremely highly refractive minerals and 
concentrate on the rest. Probably over 95 percent of the minerals 
have refractive indices between 1. 45 and 1.80, and these are the 
ones we should consider. Basically what is needed is a single, 
stable, inexpensive, non-toxic, non-flammable, colorless, practi
cally odorless, non-viscous, non-sticky, easily removed liquid 
which will allow us to examine for flaws any material within this 
refractive index range. I have developed such a liquid, and it is 
now available to all at your local dealers shop. It is called 3-F 
Flaw Finder Fluid for Examining Faceting Rough and Polished 
Stones. Figure I D  shows the seven gems immersed in 3-F. Al
though the zircon is no longer transparent, the beryl and quartz are 
practically invisible except for the uneven coloring of the quartz 
(citrine). Incidentally, use ofa fluid like 3-F before fuceting 
would have allowed the cutter to orient the color better and pro
duce a finer gem from the same piece of rough. An immersion 
fluid with a refractive index in this range ( 1.57) can be used for 
those minerals having a refractive index less than 1.50. If you 
plan to fucet or examine zircon, by all means get yourself a small 
bottle of methylene iodide since you won't be working with ver; 
large stones anyway. But, for the rest of your lapidary worlc, 
check with rock shops, especially those who supply fuceters needs, 
for an immersion fluid with a refractive index between 1. 45 and 
1.80. § 
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OBSERVING THE PROCESS OF 

FACETING DIAMONDS 

by Jim Stanclift 

During a recent trip to Amsterdam I observed the process of cut
ting, or fuceting, diamonds in the Costar filctory. The "filctory" 
consisted of showcases, dioramas and a room of approximately I 0 
meters square with a "U" shaped work coW1ter with glass fronts 
from collllter height to about eye height and a "shelf' above. 
There were six cutting "stations" positioned therein. At two of 
them sat two men peering through their loupes. Stating that I was 
interested in seeing the fuceting process in operation, I was 
shown a series of dioramas, one portraying the process of cutting 
and a series of approximately 2" diameter models of"rough" 
moW1ted on dops showing the sequence of fucets that are polished 
onto the gemstone; an assortment of wire-frame models of various 
diamond cuts; the rolllld brilliant, the oval, the marquise, and so 
forth; enlarged models of fiunous cuts and colors of diamonds in
cluding the two Cullinans, the Hope (blue), and specimens of 
green and yellow diamonds; and a handf ul of finished diamonds. 

In the cutting room, W1der the startling brilliance of a halogen 
bright lights, there was a desk high collllter with tub chairs in front 
of it and several employees standing behind iL 

I studied the "bench" and its make-up. I learned that the wheels, 
made of cast iron and approximately 15" in diameter are flll1 at 
3200 rpm (revolutions per minute). Imagine the damage a cast 
iron plate spinning at 3200 rpm could do if it got loose. Unlike 
the fuceting machines most of us are fiuniliar with, these are 
moW1ted on an axle that extends above the surfuce of the wheel 
about 18-24" where it tapers to a near point and enters what ap
pears to be a babbit bearing recessed in a tubular bar running the 
length of, and parallel to the front edge of, the bench. Unobserv
able below the "bench" was presumably a motor, or series of mo
tors, that drive the various wheels. 

The fuceting and polishing of diamonds has been likened to the 
sawing of wood using nothing but sawdust as an abrasive. In 
other words, the difference in the hardness of the cutting abrasive 
and the material to be cut is reduced to zero. The lap, or wheel, is 
charged with a mixture of olive oil and diamond powder. As the 
diamond powder within this slurry embeds itself into the pores of 
the cast iron it produces a layer of diamond against which the 
rough diamond Cl)'stal can be worn away; diamond to diamond. 
This results in a painstaking, tedious process in which it takes six 
to eight hours to complete a 25-point diamond and six to 8 days 
to complete a l carat diamond. 

All of the cutting is essentially "meet point" or visual as the 
"tangs" and "pots" are positioned relative to the up-fuce of the 
wheel using rather W1sophisticated mechanism attached to the 
ends of the tang which is shaped much like the pointer of a ouji 
board except it is longer and narrower. Typically with two bosses 
or shoulders on the broader back end it rests on the bench top. 
These are often shimmed in rather rudimentary manners to either 
"cheat" or set an angle one way or the other as the "pot" has no 
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index wheel and no protractor. There certainly is a means of ad
justing the angle of the rough to the lap as would be done with a 
protractor setting; usually, here, by loosening a bolt and changing 
the angle of the "pot" to the arm of the tang. 

Although no "bruting" operation was to be seen, I was informed 
that it may take as much as several days. Here again, the zero dif
ference of hardness of the cutting diamond and that of the dia
mond to be girdled makes it a time consuming operation. Time, 
which equates directly to labor cost, in a "for profit" enterprise is 
a disproportionately greater cost than the equipment and fucilities 
cosL Labor therefore drives the cost of the finished diamond gem. 
And the cutters have years of training and experience. 

In a display window of another small shop that held obviously old 
pieces of machinery, I immediately recognized a collllterbalanced 
diamond saw and an old rusty tang among others bits and pieces 
of machinery. The diamond saw had parallel arms that pivoted on 
a central axis, a 3" diameter very thin saw blade on an axis at one 
end and a large globular coW1terweight across the opposite end of 
the arms. Below this was a small vise or clamping device to hold 
the stone to be cut suspended above the base of the machine. § 

HOW TO POLISH A CLEAVAGE PLANE 

By James L. Semmes, Jr. 

For purposes of discussion, let's say you purchased a jamb peg cut 
Brazilian blue topaz and you notice that the table is poorly pol
ished or pitted. Attempts to re-polish indicate that the table is not 
off the cleavage plane enough to produce a fine polish. Re-cutting 
is out of the question due to financial considerations. Here's a so
lution to the problem: 

A. Dop the stone and regrind the table on 1,200 grit diamond 
W1til it is smooth and flaL Remove the gem from the dop, and 
clean it thoroughly. 

B. Place a pellon pad (as smooth a texture as you can obtain) on 
an aluminum master lap, and impregnate with 8,000 diamond. 
Add a small amollllt of olive oil or extender fluid to lubricate. 

C. Turn on lap, fllllning at a speed of200 r.p.m. While hand 
holding the gem, touch the table lightly to the surfuce. Pro
ceed until the surfuce appears flat and prepolished. 

D. Place another pellon pad on another master lap, and impreg
nate with 14,000 grit diamond. Perform the same operation 
as above. Use a light touch. 

E. Put on a final polish by impregnating one last pellon pad with 
50,000 diamond. The lap speed here should be 500 r.p.m. 
Using a light touch, proceed W1til the table appears polished. 
This method will correct the problem 99 times out of 100. If 
it does not, recutting the gem is necessary. 

Remember, patience and a light touch are all that is needed. § 
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MAINTAINING LUCITE FACETING LAPS 

By Clem V. Svoboda 

SCRATCHY LAPS 

When your lucite polishing lap starts causing scratches on your 
faceted stones it is usually due to the brittleness that comes with 
age. If dressing down on a lathe does not help, tty sand blasting. 
Use about a 30 grit silica sand (never silicon carbide) with about 
I 00 pounds air pressure. This usually cures scratchy lucite laps 
and some, but not all, plexiglas laps made from surplus store ma
terials. These materials, though cheap, do not all give satisfactory 
results. 

SCORING LAPS 

The accompanying sketch shows a method of scoring that I have 
found very helpful. Assuming that you use an 8-inch lap, as I do, 
take a strip-of strap metal (see A in the figure) approximately 3/4 
inch wide and 10 inches long. Drill a hole in one end the size of 
the lap spindle. With the lap in place on the fuceting machine, 
secure the strap metal loosely with the hold-down nut (see B in the 
figure). With your scoring tool (mine is a three-cornered file 
ground to a diamond-shaped point), score at Imm intervals, alter
nating long and short marks. If your lap runs clockwise do the 
scoring on the right side of the metal strip which serves as a 
straight edge. Note the marks (see C in the figure) in the sketch. 
The resulting score marks will lead instead of running straight 
from the center like the radius marks shown at D (see the figure) 
in the drawing. This leading prevents throw-off of the polishing 
compound which occurs with the usual radius scoring. The close
ness of the marks seems to help a lol In case your lap runs 
counter clockwise or you have a left-hand faceting machine, do 
the scoring on the left side of the metal strip. 

I mm 8P/\CIMG 

FACETING SYNTHETIC GEMSTONES 
(A.K.A.-How not to butcher your rough) 

By Edith B. Strout 

While waiting my turn to see a case of faceted stones at one of the 
California Federation shows, I couldn't help but hear the remarks 
of the people blocking my view. Besides comments on the merits 
and beauty of the stones displayed, there were comments of how 
difficult it was to get good fuceting material and the steadily in
creasing prices of good faceting rough. I became more attentive 
when I heard one viewer comment "I prefer natural stones, but 
with the prices of good rough so high, I'm going to use synthetics." 
The same idea had occurred to me more than once. I decided to 
tty some. As the rough was inexpensive, I could experiment on 
how to use the material to the best advantage, an experience which 
would be worthwhile when working with the more expensive natu
ral stones. My first purchase was a whole boule of synthetic 
spine!, aquamarine color. Looking it over, it seemed there would 
be a lot of material ground off and wasted if cut straight across in 
the usual manner, which would yield only four stones. By cutting 
the boule as shown in Figure I, six stones were obtained. The 
large end of the boule was used for a Jubilee Cut of 15 3/4 carats, 
the high crown of the cut fitting neatly into the rounded end of the 
boule. The next section made a Pompon Cut of 18 1/2 carats. 
Then, as the boule narrowed, the next section gave an Inspiration 
Cut of7 3/4 carats and the small tip (which is really the base 
where the boule started growing) made a 3 carat Maltese Cross 
(see Lapidary Journal August 1969). This left two wedges sawed 
from the sides, the "a" and "b" in Figure I .  They could have bet,r 
used for a marquise, diamond shape, or small brilliants, but the, 
would have been a lot of waste. Their shape seemed already 
"preformed" for Gus Mollin's Opposed Bar Cut, and both wedges 
were cut in this design. Curiosity and a little figuring disclosed 
that I had six finished stones totaling 54 carats from a boule of 
20 I carats, or a total of26.8% recovered. I felt very pleased. Al
though the synthetic spine( only cost 3 or 4c per carat, useful ex
perience had been gained. Since then, with more accurate plan-
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Figure 3. 

ning and cutting, I have gotten from 36% to 45% recovery. Syn
thetic spine! is usually sold in sawed sections or in whole boules, 
and in several colors. It is especially noted for the fine blue 
shades which usually show some flashes of red color. Color 
names in a catalog mean very little to most of us, so it is always 
best if the material can be seen first, to be sure of getting the color 
wanted. Although my experience with the synthetics is still quite 
limited, some boules in the darker colors that looked nearly 
opaque in the whole boule, when cut and polished gave a much 
lighter stone than the rough would indicate. The darker shades 
seem to work up best with shallower pavilions as in a standard 
brilliant cut, and are not as suitable for the funcy cuts with deeper 
pavilions as the lighter shades are. Sawed sections give the oppor
tunity to cut medium-sized stones and try a variety of colors but I 
think whole boules can be cut to better advantage. There are other 
methods of cutting the whole boules besides the one shown in 
Figure I .  If only medium ring-size stones are wanted, cross sec
tion slabs are quartered, the right angle at center of the original 
slab forming the point of the pavilion, the table being ground on 
the outside "skin" of the boule. See Figure 2. As spine! is single 
refractive, it may be cut in any direction, as in Figure 3, where the 
spine! boule has one cross cut and three diagonal saw cuts, which 
could give some larger sized pendeloque or heart-shaped cuts. 
The November 1969 issue of"The Facetier," published by the Ar
row Profile Company, shows another way to saw a spine! boule 
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with three cross-section and two diagonal saw cuts, getting 6 
stones from the boule. 

Just how to cut the boule will depend, of course, on how large you 
wish to make the stones and on the shape of the boule--oval or 
round, rather short and fil1 or narrow and long. Remember in cut
ting to allow for waste in sawing. Figure the depth of crown 
needed and depth of pavilion for the particular cut you plan to do, 
and allow a little extra depth for possible inaccuracy in sawing. If 
you are sawing to get the wedges, make these saw cuts at a 55° 

angle to the horizontal plane of the boule if a multifucet pavilion is 
wanted for the major stone, or at 45° if a standard brilliant cut is to 
be made. This can be done quite accurately if you have a miter 
gauge on your trim saw. If not, in order not to waste material due 
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to irregular sawing, you will have to make your own jig 31TaDge
menL Also remember that synthetic spine!, although rather hard, 
(8), is rather brittle and too much heat or chatter from a wobbly 
saw blade or a loosely held stone, is apt to cause fractures in the 
stone. Synthetic spine! is easy to polish especially in the lighter 
colors, with Linde A on tin. For myself; I find it quicker and eas
ier to use 8,000 diamond compound on a lucite lap which reduces' 
or eliminates the chipping and spalling on the facet edges so often 
encountered when Linde A and water are used. Having used a 
number of the wedges obtained in sawing as shown in Figures I 
and 4 for Mollin's Opposed Bar Cut, I played around with some 
designs of my own especially suited for these wedge shapes. I call 
them the Party Snappers. The crown is the same in both designs, 
but the pavilions are different and give totally different character
istics to the final results, as explained in designs number I and 2 
with this article. This shape makes a fine ring stone and fits in 
well with a modernistic cast ring setting. 

There are other types of synthetic gemstones, such as synthetic 
rutile called "Titania"; the new "Y AG" (yttrium aluminum garnet); 
"laser rubies"; man-made quartz, now available in a pleasing blue 
made in Russia; and many other exciting new types. But the most 
easily obtained and moderately priced material besides spine! is 
the synthetic corundum. Although annealed whole boules are 
sometimes obtainable, corundum is usually sold in split boules. 
The boules are split at the fuctory to relieve the strain produced 
during manufucture. Since the boules seldom split exactly in halt; 
try to select the larger of the two parts, if given a choice. Usually 
the crystallographic axis will coincide fairly closely with the axis 
of the boule, but sometimes the c axis may be at a slight angle to 
the axis of the core, but it always lies in the plane in which the 
boule has spliL If the broken surface of the halfboule is not fairly 
smooth but twists slightly lengthwise and to one side, you can be 
fairly certain the c axis will be in the same direction as the twisL 
Since the synthetic stones have the same internal characteristics as 
natural corundum, they will have the same double refraction, 
dichroism and so on as the natural ones. So for the best color and 
brilliance, stones should be orientated with the table facet at right 
angles to the length of the split boule. Since this would waste a lot 
of material, they are usually cut with the nearly flat broken surface 
for the table, especially if large stones are wanted Sometimes 
there will be a concentration of darker color on the outside of the 
boule, like a rind of a melon. If this is the case, a square or rect
angular stone cut with the culet in this color will show a much 
darker streak of color in the center, which will greatly detract from 
the beauty and brilliance of the stone. The padparadascha, danbu
rite and alexandrite-like synthetic corundums give very satisfac
tory stones using the broken face of the halfboule for the table. 
Figure 4 shows two ways thse split boules can be sectioned, again 
sawing to obtain a wedge shaped piece from the material which 
would usually be givund away in preforming. 

Figure 4a shows a brilliant cut in the proper orientation and two 
large stones plus the wedge. Since the boule is split nearly in halt; 
the depth is only one-half the width of the boule, which is too 
shallow to get a stone the full width of the boule. Hence there is 
sure to be material wasted in spite of the fact that the boules look 
already "preformed." Again, mainly through curiosity, I tried to 
get as large stones as possible from the rough. 
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Recovery percentages have run from 32% to 4 42% with waste 
due to sawing being from 4.18% to 8.5% for the complete half 
boules. Several purchases of only the tip ends have shown recov
ery percentages from 37.5% to 47.37"/o using the original designs 
to be published in the series. Corundum can present problems in 
both cutting and polishing due to its hardness and crystal structure. 
In preforming on a silicon-carbide wheel, a good lapidary will 
"dress" the grinding wheel in the process, but ifhe gets careless 
and stays just a bit too long in one spot, there will be deep grooves 
in the grinding wheel! Even on diamond charged laps, the lap 
should be freshly charged for best results, especially in the finer 
finish grinding laps. Since different sections of the crystal are of a 
different hardness, some surfaces are difficult to even grind. 
When meeting this difficulty, I try changing direction of the grind
ing, recharge the lap so fresh diamond is available for cutting, or 
change the angle of the facet-that is if the facet is being ground 
at 37°, rll try 371/2° or 3 61/2°. Of course, if this is done, corre
sponding facets in the design pattern must also be changed to keep 
the cutting balanced and have the facets meeL Diamond paste or 
fine diamond grit with oil is usually used for polishing corundum. 
8,000 and 15,000 grit will give satisfuctory results, but for show 
exhibits, 50,000 is often employed. rve used diamond paste on 
lucite, tin or rosewood laps and find all of them give good results. 
The rosewood and lucite seem to need more oil or thinner with the 
paste, but this will vary with the individual methods and habits of 
the lapidary. § 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article has been approved for publica
tion in this news/el/er by the EDITOR OF THE LAPIDARY 
JOURNAL in which publication ii first appeared The text or 
diagrams MA Y  NOT BE PUBLISHED in other newsle1ters, 
whether or not the USFG has a reciprocal publishing agree
ment. § 

FACETING TIPS FOR 
THE BEGINNER'S BLUES 

By Dean W. Williams 

A perverse attraction of some avocational pursuits is the game of 
simply trying to gain an understanding of our gadgets. Serious 
target shooting, for example, involves a staggering amount of 
technology and experimentation with cartridges and barrels, and 
is fascinating to read about even if one isn't a participant in the 
sporL Unfortunately, the beginning faceter does not enjoy such 
satisfactions as the new shooter gets fiom hearing that first sha,p 
report and smelling burnt powder. The early failures in faceting 
are especially frustrating because that sought after jeweled target 
seems not just far away but downright invisible. 

If the novice cutter were worlcing completely in the dark, there 
might be some small solace in isolation because whatever gains 
were made would seem like monumental achievements. The fact 
is, however, we "flat cutters" are deluged with information. 
There exists in print and whisper an encyclopedia's worth oflore 
about cutting. This is odd when you pause to consider the job, 
because faceting is a relatively straightforward machining task. 
"Wby does it appear so complex," you ask, and "Wby am 1 hav
ing so much trouble. Will I ever know enough to pass Go?" 
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The answer is an emphatic yes, you definitely will make progress, 
but to get off square one you must be able to sort your woes into 
attactable groups. Faulty shop practice? A weak grasp of the cut
ting process? Bad equipment? Or is it remotely possible that your 
analytic skills are being overwhelmed by the plethora of lore, of
ten contradictory, which has survived from an earlier period when 
everything was experimental. Chief among the many break
throughs we now enjoy is the mechanical indexing head which, 
though somewhat refined, is still an idiosyncratic "widget" that 
takes a lot of getting used to. 

In theory, an indexing head is a simple device whose components 
maintain the intended angular relationships to each other through a 
wide range of cutting positions. Few indexers achieve this ideal, 
but a good machine (defined later) will require you to make com
paratively few adjustments to compensate for its departures from 
perfection. On the other hand, a truly out-of-whack fuceter can be 
such an instrument of torture that the beginner will never have the 
chance to discover how skilled a cutter he or she could become. 

How "good" must a machine be? It depends on what you expect 
of it and how prepared you are to tinker and practice. Laborious 
as this sounds, consider that an experienced cutter can render very 

stunning gems using nothing more elaborate than the jamb peg. 
For your purposes, even a humble indexing head offers the novice 
an easier starting place than does a jamb peg, so be thankful for 
big fuvors. The second category of fuceting complexity embraces 
a rich soup of variables-lap type, lap speed, abrasive type, lubri
cant, cutting pressure, cutting direction, and certain unique proper
ties of certain gem materials. Don't freL First, you can handle 
most materials with a minimum of equipment (outlined later) and 
second, a comprehensive instruction manual like John Sinkankas' 
2nd edition of Gem Cutting, A Lapidary 's Manual will take you 
over most hurdles. 

A third possible problem area is shop practice. As lowly a topic 
as this may seem to the initiate who has passed a gemology 
course, shop practice errors account for an amazing amount of 
misery. Poor lighting, a fuzzy magnifier, or an errant piece of dia
mond on the wrong lap can thwart your best efforts. Sound shop 
practice is just a matter of common sense and drill. More on this 
later. Lastly, we will leap fur ahead and beyond the frustrations 
you have experienced, to the stratospheric realm of the master cut
ter. The master cutter is not merely someone who cuts expensive 
stuff well. He, or she, cuts well on virtually all gem materials and 
he/she knows how to get the best yield from any particular rough. 
This latter skill is a profession in itself. Furthermore, the master 
has such a command of his/her apparatus, the cutting process, and 
proven procedures that he/she can tum out a $30,000 Thai ruby in 
less time than it takes you or me to do a round brilliant in quartz. 
The encouraging news is, not many masters learned to cut on ruby. 
So, to resurrect the spirit of new cutters, 1 offer two assertions: 
You, as a novice, can cut a "good" gem which is on a par with the 
stones you'll find in the local jewelry store. 

With a "good" machine, a manual, and just four grit sizes of dia
mond you can successfully work with 90°/o of the garden variety 
materials. 
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(The other news is, I am not talking about large stones here, nor 
about gems that will necessarily win competitions, nor about cut
ting for profit.) All set? 

I. A Good Machine 

My faceting machine is at least ten years old. I bought it second 
hand on the basis of sales information willingly sent to me by sev
eral manufucturers. It came with two copper laps---325 and 600 
diamond on one, 1200 on the other-and a tin/lead lap on which l 
use 14,000 diamond for polishing. With these three laps, I have 
cut corundum, beryl, garnet, opal, CZ, tourmaline, feldspar, topaz, 
iolite, spine!, and quartz. Water is the only flush/lubricant I use. 
No problems. 

l dropped the mast once and had to file a ding off its base. The 
instrument has been toted to three club demonstrations and a cou
ple oflocal shows. Now the crucial point of this background is 
the last stone l cut was an 8mm round brillianL From girdle pro
filing to final polish, I did not have to use the rotational cheater at 
all and only on one main fucet did I alter the head elevation a click 
or two. This is my definition of a good machine. Also a defini
tion of good luck, since I didn't know beans when I bought it ex
cept that the manufucturer had a good reputation and the seller had 
a neat workshop. 

Okay, so you're about to buy a fuceter. First, enlist the aid of an 
experienced cutter to help you evaluate the machine(s) you have 
been ogling. Second, if I were buying now, I would insist that the 
dealer demonstrate a simple pavilion cut, rough to polish. A more 
demanding test would be the step cut where the fucets are long and 
narrow, say, 10mm. If, in either case, the cheaters have to be used 
a lot to achieve parallel and properly met fucets, you are going to 
fuce the same problems at home, only more so because of your 
inexperience. It is akin to buying a car that smokes. Simple 
choke adjustment? Rings? Rings and valve guides? Now is the 
time to find out, before you part with $. Oh, oh, the postman has 
come too late. Cockeyed girdles, accent facets that resemble ham
mer hits, streaks on the mains, a corrugated table-and you al
ready own the faceting machine lock, stock and horror show? 
Well, this looks like a job for problem solver. Put on your blue 
cape and thinking cap and proceed as follows: 

Gather up all the faceting articles and columns you can find. 
Most likely you can obtain these from the respective publishers as 
reprints or back issues. Your local lapidary/rockbound club prob
ably has a decent library. Some dealers and manufucturers stock 
reprints and manuals that provide tips on troubleshooting. Ninety
eight percent of what ails you has already been written about. 
Read, read, read. 

Ask for help from cutters in a lapidary club. Most are congenial 
and are able to pinpoint the problem just by examining the stone 
and asking a few questions. 

If the problems still haven't yielded to sweet reason and help from 
your Iii ends, prepare to engage the services of your dealer, the 
manufacturer, or a savvy machinisL Whichever of the three you 
contemplate working with, ensure that there is a firm understand-
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ing about cost, schedule of repairs, and handling procedures. And 
also be prepared to part with some money. Incidentally, since 
dops, spindles, masts, and indexers are less complicated than 
lathes and turbine engines, a friendly tool and die maker should 
have an easy time with a fuceter. Have you taken a tool and die 
maker to lunch lately? 

2. Laps 

Do I love to read about zoomy new laps and abrasives. I have 
tried grit-impregnated films, lucite and linoleum, ceramic, a home
made perforated aluminum lap, lubricant other than water, and 
abrasives other than diamond. I always return to the old standbys: 
325 and 600 diamond for shaping, 1200 diamond for prepolishing, 
and 14,000 diamond dust for polishing. I charge my own laps. 
When the tin/lead gets dirty or a little grooved, I resurfuce it, using 
a utility knife blade. Duck soup. 

I recommend that you stick with diamond until you work with 
those few materials on which another abrasive is called for. Use 
diamond sparingly, particularly when polishing quartz! 

3. Good Leaming Material 

Synthetic corundum. Yes, indeed, that hardness 9, lab-grown ma
terial you can buy for a song. l began with quartz, as most of us 
do, and even now, many gems later, I still find excuses to post
pone polishing quartz. Most unforgiving, it is. By contrast, 
corundum is tolerant of rough handling, it polishes beautifully on 
tin/lead with diamond, and the results are spectacular. ls the hard
ness a problem? It will be if you cut a gem the size of a ping pong 
ball-boring. But, for 1/2 to 3-carat stones, corundum doesn't 
take that much longer than quartz. There are soft spots, however, 
so be careful about overcutting a material that has a reputation for 
touglmess. Of the natural materials, l am partial to garnet. It cuts 
easily, takes a nice polish, and always looks terrific. 

4. Ancillary Equipment 

When my oil well comes in, the first thing I'm going to do is buy 
one of everything from the biggest lapidary catalogue I can find. 
Until then, 1 make do with an awkward trim saw for slicing up 
those ruby boules, and a homemade grinding wheel to do preforms 
and cabs. That I wear away 25cents worth of a grinding wheel 
when I shape corundum doesn't bother me at all. If you can't af
ford to spring for equipment, join a lapidary club. Most members 
are generous with help, which might include some shop time. 
Make up a half-<lozen preforms at one sitting in a friend's shop 
and return the fuvor by finding oil on his property. 

5. Stone Size, Cut And Planning 

Begin with small stones, say, 5 to I 0mm in girdle breadth. Do 
synunetrical cuts like the round and square brillianL A larger 
emerald cut may look simple, but those long fucets are Jess forgiv
ing of a machine that is slightly off. As for the fimcies, I suggest 
you not try them until the round brilliant is a lead pipe cinch. Not 
that you will heed this advice; just remember iL Get in the habit 
of making diagrams of your work-plan views of the crown and 
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pavillion-showing the index setting and angle for each set of 
fucets. Aside ftom being a reminder of what you were doing last 
night, diagrams will be very useful later on when you start doing 
fimcies. For fimcy cuts like the shield and pendeloque, you will I>" 
obliged to transpose certain fucet/index numbers on the crown 
sketch if you cut the pavilion first, or vice versa. Rather than hav
ing me lumber through an explanation of this, you can figure it out 
for yourself. Fashion a 2 inch clay model of a pendeloque with, 
oh, ten mains. Number each main accordng to its approximate 
position on the index wheel, then tum over the model of the stone 
as though you were going to cut the opposite half, and position it 
over the index wheel. Notice that only one or a few of the fucet 
settings match up now; the rest are diagonally opposite. With pa
per, pencil and straightedge, you can now figure out the new order 
for the second diagram. 

While you have the #2 pencil handy, keep it right beside your gem 
work. The process of aligning a transferred stone can be eased by 
the simple expedient of making heavy pencil marks on the uncut 
portion, marking the location of several main fucets. Set the angle 
stop at 85 degrees and, using a 600-grit lap, make a light cut at 
one of the marked fucet locations. As the pencil mark is ground 
away, it should appear as an ever-narrowing rectangle with paral
lel sides. If, instead, the mark is wedge-shaped, this signals that 
the dop is slightly askew on the spindle. Correct this by re
positioning the dop, not by using the cheater. 

A last tip about marking work in progress: If you prepolish in two 
stages, such as 1200 to 3000 grits, or are cutting a design with 
many fucets, it is helpful to put pencil marks on all the rough 
fucets beforehand. Then, when you do the touch up, you can ke 
track of where you are. Clever? You are no doubt acutely aware 
of the precision required in fuceting-point meets, fucet angles 
measured in tenths of degrees, hundred-fucet designs, and so on. 
Well, as a learner you should be respectful of such calls for preci
sion, respectful but realistic. The most important fucets are the 
pavillion mains, followed by the crown mains, both sets of which 
should be done at the angle appropriate to the mineral's refractive 
index. Otherwise, as regards table width, girdle thickness, and the 
number and design of accent facets, you have quite a bit of lati
tude to make the work easier for yourself. Simplify the design and 
instead concentrate on getting things synunetrical and carefully 
polished. Soon enough you will want to move on to doing the 
standard cuts by the book, then the fimcies. 

6. Work Inspection 

I use a binocular visor, one you often see advertised. It is an in
dispensable tool. When higher magnification is needed, as on 
very small stones, I use a hand held IOx loupe. Some polishing 
methods call for using an oily solution as a lubricant and diamond 
dispersant ( extender). For competition cutting I suspect that you 
have no choice but to use a ceramic lap and the oil. For learning, 
though, l believe that tin/lead and diamond powder is much easier 
to use, employing a light misting of water for lubrication. It takes 
forever to wipe that dratted oil off the fucets each time you mal' 
an inspection. 

7. Cleanliness 
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Handle everything as if you were working pathogenic organisms. ment if one is to be sure of having a table at right angles to the 
This means cleaning the stone and your hands when you progress axis of the gem. Second, when working with small pieces of oat-
from one cutting stage to the next, keeping the laps separated, oral rough, it is sometimes difficult to judge whether the piece 
cleaning the apparatus each evening after you use it, and charging will be deep enough to produce full treatment of both the crown 
your laps at the end of a cutting session so that whatever particles and the pavilion. Since the pavilion is more important than the 
of grit that may have clung to your hands will have been washed crown, and its mains should not be cut at less than the critical 
away before you do new work. A contaminated lap is the stuff of angle;hy cutting the pavilion first I am always sure of being able 
nightmares. Clean your dops too. to get light hack up through the table. If what remains for the 

The oddest situation I encountered was with my indexing wheel. 
Toward the end of the winter cutting season, I was having to use 
the cheater more and more. Of course, I thought of and tried ev
erything before taking a close look at the wheel and stop. Sure 
enough, there was the problem. It seems that my overzealous ap
plication of silicone spray, which I was using to clean the ma
chine, had captured dust in the notches of the wheel. Not on, or 
in, every notch either, hut in some inexplicable pattern that fouled 
me up at the most peculiar times. A thorough cleaning remedied 
the problem and it was like having a new machine. 

8. Dopping 

More silent tears have been shed over dopping than over fractured 
romances. A fly-away stone is plenty dramatic, but for chronic 
misery, nothing beats a dopping error that occurs during stone 
transfer. Both of my fuvorite lapidary manuals call for hot 
dopping. I tried it three times and was ready to take up something 
easy, like nuclear physics. In a last minute grab for sanity I began 
experimenting with air-dry adhesives-Eureka! I like the liquid 
rubber used to repair galoshes. Clean the stone and dop with 
methanol (wood alcohol), then a swipe with acetone (beware of 
acetone's toxicity and the combusllbility of both. Use in a well
ventilated room and avoid inhaling the fumes. If you have aller
gies, you may have to wear rubber gloves or find substitutes, par
ticularly for acetone). Dab on a small amount of adhesive, posi
tion the workpiece, and let it dry for at least 24 hours. After the 
girdle profile has been roughed out, you may want to apply a drop 
of super glue to fill in any hairline gaps between the stone and 
dop. At transfer time, clean the cut surfuce as before, apply the 
adhesive, and again wait 24 hours. Holding the double-dopped 
item by the dop to be removed, tenderly pick at the adhesive with 
a sharp dental probe. The undisturbed stone and its new dop will 
tumble harmlessly into your lap (the sitting down kind of lap). For 
removing the completed gem, I dunk gem and dop in methanol for 
30 seconds or so, then pry them apart with finger pressure. Some 
fuceters use quick-set epoxy for dopping, and swear by the 
method. Silicon tub sealant has also been used with success. My 
advice is to use any cold dopping method in preference to the 
torch and wax technique; many pros will disagree with me. So 
you won� be inconvenienced by lengthy waits while a cold dop 
adhesive sets up, dop a number of preforms at one time and, if 
budget allows, buy a full set of dops and two transfer jigs. 

9. Crown or Pavilion 

Which First? As noted already, I cut the pavilion first for two rea
sons. One, I can rough grind a flat on the workpiece, a flat which 
offers good contact between the material and the dop flat. This 
alignment is preserved during stone transfer, an absolute require-
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crown cut then turns out to be a trifle shallow, I improvise the 
crown design and am seldom disappointed. 

I O. Solicit Criticism 

Most criticism comes free and unsolicited. Ignore iL But if your 
experience follows mine, the biggest boost in lapidary work I 
ever got was when I brought a black jade cabochon to a club 
member to see if it would pass muster. It did, with flying colors. 
I was quite proud. Later, I learned that this same chap was not 
only a fuceter, but an extremely good one, so I asked him if an 
impatient person might ever find happiness in the art of"flat cut
ting." His encouragement sent me scurrying to find a machine. 
In the years since, I still must wrestle with the temptation to rush 
things, and I still encounter snags, but his help continues to spur 
me on. If you can find such a treasured colleague, you will be 
twice blessed. Join a lapidary club. Have your work criticized. 
Screw up your courage to enter a competition. 

11. MHS 
(Make Haste Slowly) 

Or, the lapidary corollary, CALALAL (Cut A Little And Look A 
Lot). Silly as this acronym is, you will find no single better 
piece of advice. Faceting is a marathon sport, not a sprint con
test For example, at some point in the not so distant future, you 
will be happily surprised to find that the work is progressing 
smoothly. It is late in the evening, the rough grinding has gone 
well, and you're at that critical juncture on the prepolishing lap 
when everything gets drawn to a picture of fine alignment Then, 
just for an instant, your attention wanders. You lift the piece for 
a scheduled inspection and there, as if installed by Old Nick him
self, is an accent fucet the size of a dime. Goodbye and good 
luck. Wait until the next evening to do finicky work. I cannot 
leave without mentioning that moment when you finally hold that 
first piece of shockingly expensive, woefully small, incredibly 
flawed, but otherwise pretty chunk of natural. Lock your cutting 
equipment away until you have examined the piece over and 
over again under bright light and high magnification. Then, ifby 
reason of flaw or shape, the piece will not yield one large gem, 
settle on cutting two small stones instead. Cut for quality, in 
other words, not weighL The flawed emeralds will come later. 

Ah, the mystique of gems. Miners searching for glitter in deep, 
crumbling shafts, secretive master cutters toiling silently in dark
ened shops, velvet-lined cases in thick steel vaults, a princess 
with green eyes and Kashmir sapphires. It will all be there at 
your fingertips when, on that bright sunny morning, the sun hits 
your very first jewel. § 
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EVERYONE CAN FACET 

By Charles L. Nunneker 

EDITOR'S NOTE: As the author of the article slates, this 
aceling-machine design is the essence of simplicity. Nonethe

less, the author makes ii work with a minimum of complicated 
"adjustments. " Since practically all current facelers are 
equipped with machines far beyond the capacity of this machine, 
there is probably no interest in actually building ii. But just for 
a fan "think piece", what madijicatians (simple or comp/er) 
might be made lo this design to impruve its mechanical effective
ness, i. e., allow sensitive sellings to cut that perfect competition 
stone. (Sorry for the poor quality of the figures-ii was the best 
that could be done with the material at bond). § 
There are probably half a million people, more or less, in our 
countty who can be called rockhounds. A large number engage 
only in collecting. About sixty or seventy per cent are gem cutters 
cutting, for the most part, cabochons and similar gems. A rela
tively small-number do faceting. 

It is unfortunate that many people avoid meeting, probably be
cause it involves specialu.ed machinery and mathematics. The 
standard fuceting machine is a relatively complex, precision de
vice that costs considerable money. But it is possible to meet 
without any power driven machinery, using a simple device that 
need cost no more than a few dollars or possibly even less, if 
you're mechanically inclined. 

Leaving out the jamb peg method of meeting, which requires con
siderable skill and practice, the standard fuceting device consists 
of two major parts: ( I )  A rotating lap which carries various abra
sive discs; and (2) A precision device to hold the stone at exactly 
the right angle and to index it accurately so the meets are properly 
placed around the stone. Devices on the market are excellent but 
they are expensive. What about the hobbyist who would like to 
tty faceting but doesn't feel justified in paying, or what is worse, 
cannot afford the cost? It is for these people that this story is writ
ten. There can be no argument that the highly developed, preci
sion fuceting device is justified if you can afford it But you can 
get into faceting if you wish with the device to be described. The 
author has cut many stones, entirely by hand power, with the 
meeting tripod. 

THE FACETING TRIPOD 

Following the definition of requirements, we need something to 
index the meets, set their angles, and control the depth of the cut 
so they will all be alike. The faceting tripod will do all these. The 
one shown here was designed by the author and can be made by 
any machine shop, or by any hobbyist with the necessary mechani
cal fucilities. The tripod consists of only five major parts. Fig. I 
is a picture of the complete unit Fig. 2, a schematic sketch of its 
parts. Fig. 3 shows the machining specifications. 

Referring to Fig. 2: 

I .  The leg casting with the two rear legs of the tripod. It is cast 
in one piece and drilled at the top to form a hinge with hinge 
casting, No. 2. 

1 6  

Fig. I .  The faceting tripod, assembled, with a stone dopped on the 
dop rod. 

lap 

I' 

Fig. 2. A schematic sketch of the tripod. I .leg casting; la.boss for 
stop rod hole; 2.hinge casting; 2a.index mark; 3.dop rod; 4.index 
cylinder; 5.stop rod. 

2. The hinge casting which mates with No. I .  It is drilled to 
form a hinge with No. I. The hinge casting is also drilled to 
allow the dop rod to pass through it There is a set screw with 
which to lock the dop rod. 

3. The dop rod is made from 1/ 4-inch drill rod with a cone
shaped recess machined in both ends. It fits into the hinge 
casting and can be locked in place by the set screw. 

4. On the dop rod is a cylinder, drilled to fit the rod, with a set 
screw to lock it in place. On the surface of the cylinder is the 
index scale, divided into 6 4  equal parts. The index cylinder 
has a set screw so it can be locked in place against the hinge 
casting on which is a reference mark. The cylinder is used to 
index the facets. 

5. The boss in the center of the leg casting (No. I )  is drilled ti 
take the stop rod. There is a set screw to lock it in place. I:.. 
cept for the set screws and wing bolt securing the hinge, these 
are the only parts. With this device every essential facet an-
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gle can be set and eveiy fucet indexed accurately. 

The setscrew holes and the hole to accept the wing bolt on the leg 
casting are drilled and tapped to accept standard 1/4-28 screws. 
Alien set screws are used to eliminate any projections. 

HOW IT WORKS 

Operation of the tripod is simplicity itself. The rough stone or 
preform is dopped to one end of the dop rod. The index cylinder 
is slid on the rod and the rod slipped into its hole in the hinge 
casting, where it is locked in place by the setscrew. The dop rod 
is so set that, with the hinge locked parallel to the rear legs, it 
forms an angle of approximately 90 degrees. This is just a prelim
inary setting. Accurate setting of the fucet angles will be ex
plained below. In this position the dop rod and the two rear legs 
form a rigid, stable tripod. See Fig. I .  § 
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IMPORTANT POINT 

By Bill Blair 

'::DITOR 'S NOTE: The December issue of this news/el/er corrie, 
an article "DYING AND HEAT TREATING QUAR1Z AND 
'JTHER STONES. " The following sentence occurs on page JO: 
"/fthe su/ftlric acid is no longer needed, it should be slowly 
r,oured down a drain with the water mnning constantly to pre
tvent damage to pipes." Bill Blair offers the following comments 
Ian the dangers of such an action. § 

Point One! NEVER, NEVER pour concentrated waste Sulfuric 
acid into a household sink drain. EPA Maximum is 5% by vol
ume of acid to water before allowed into a sanitaiy/septic drainage 
system (emphasis supplied). 

Point Two, used by myself and many chemical laboratories for 
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disposal of acid wastes is a container about 1/2 to 3/4 filled with 
marble chips. I have used a plastic painters bucket and three 
handfuls of marble chips for several years to neutralize the waste 
acids from rock & mineral cleaning procedures. Both materials 
readily available from either a home supply, or paint and land
scape nursery suppliers. 

A common sense approach to sizing the waste container is based 
on quantity of acid to be disposed of and the headroom needed to 
contain ihe foam that occurs when the acid is poured over the mar
ble chips. If the user is only using acids of IOOmL, a IL  (Quart) 

bucket should normally be adequate. A 4L (gallon) bucket for 
Liter quantities of acid and a 20L pail or multi-liter disposal at a 
single incidence. 

For safety and practical reasons the container should have a tight 
fitting lid [to prevent spills and noisY xxx from playing in the 
rocks]. PS: Have not tried this, but the impurities and inconsistent 
strength of'Muric' acid if used in place of Sulfuric acid could lead 
to inconstant results as to the achieved colour and depth of this 
colour. 

PS: Have not tried this, but the impurities and inconsistent 
strength of'Muric' acid if used in place of Sulfuric acid could lead 
to inconstant results as to the achieved colour and depth of this 
colour. § 

FACETER'S QUIZ 

I. Five degrees is the minimum allowable angle allowed between a 
facet surfuce and a topaz cleavage plane. Y es __ No __ . 

2. Preforming is necessaiy when cutting a design by the meet point 
technique. Y es _ _  No __ . 

3. Mexican topaz and brown topaz are the same materials. 
Yes _ _  No __ . 

4. Citrine is the single identifier improperly applied to topaz. 
Yes __ No _ _  . 

5. Pink conch shell is actually Nassau pearl. Yes __ No __ . 

6. Top of the stone is the most important area to clean in a 
mounted gem. Yes _ _  No _ _  . 

7. Rubilite is another name for Kashan ruby. Yes_No_ 

8. Chipping is the greatest danger when touching stones with the 
bare hands. Yes __ No __ . 

9. Loss in weight is a customer's most common complaint when 
having a stone recul Yes __ No __ . 

10. A good frosted effect is best obtained by sanding with a diy 
600 wheel after polishing. Y es _ _  No __ . 

1 1 .  Green garnet is another name for North Carolina emerald. 
Yes _ _ No __ . 

12. Carving skills rather than cabbing are required for cutting fire· 
agate. Yes _ _  No _ _  . § 
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MY FAVORITE FACETING GADGET 

OR (Homemade Alignmeot Clamp) 

By DON YOUNG 

EDI TOR'S NOTE: The figures from my copy of FACET TALK 
Id not be satisfactorily copied on my equipment. Thus. they cou 

wer e reconstructed to the best of my abilities. My apologies lo 
the author if they are m error or do not properly 11/ustrate po,nts 
made in the text. § 

A couple of aspirin or panadol can often cure a headache
temporarily! How about a faceting headache cured permanently 
with 2 small pieces of metal and 2 small screws? Interested? The 
gadget I will descnbe in this article is designed to assist all face
tors who have trouble in aligning the Crown and Pavilion facets to 
each other accurately. I made this up some years ago because of 
dissatisfaction with my transfer block, etc, etc. I made some up 
for the Nunawading facetors' Groups and AFG members, and re
ceived nothing but good reports. An experienced faceting instruc
tor told me that for the first time she was really satisfied with her 
gem alignments. 

Enough talk-incidentally I call my gadget the AC (alignment 
clamp). All you need for materials are: Two pieces of aluminium 
12mm wide, 5mm thick and 30mm long, and two 1 /8 Whitworth 
machine screws about 20mm long. In these you will drill two 
holes as shown in fig. 1. 

ar.!2 1n. Hl.fS  
APffiJX. 51t1 AlCtl El{)S Absolute accuracy is not essential, but 

be as accurate as you can. A bench or 
�....,.,___..,,_ ___ , pedestal drill and a machine vise is 

ideal for an accurate job, but you can 
still do the drilling with a small electric 

1--+--!- -l--l----1----,II drill if you are careful and steady 
enough! (Try and fmd a friend with a 
bench drill first.) Clamp the two pieces 

J--4-lµ..L- +.---1----1......,JI of aluminium together in a vise and drill 
�=�==��'...J right through with a 3/32 drill. The 

fig. I. drill siz.e is small, so take it easy and 
back off now and then to clear the cuttings. The lower part B is 
threaded with a 1/8 Whitworth thread. Cut the thread slowly and 
back off frequently, as 1/8 taps can easily break if pushed too 
hard. Use lubricant (oil). Then take the top part A and run 1/8 
�------- drill through the two holes already srnEWS drilled. This makes a clearance hole. 

You now have two pieces you can 
clamp together with 1 /8 Whitworth ma
chine screws about 20mm long (fig. 
2). 

In the centre of the AC make a centre 
punch mark and drill--1/4 drill if you 
are using 1/4 dops (fig. 3). 

crNIEll PlKli You have almost finished but not quite, 
._ ____ lH'N:...:....:IH.l=__J as the drill put through the AC will cut 

fig. 2. 
a fraction over 1/4". Now treat the AC 
as we would a machine bearing by re-
moving some material from the lower 
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/ r J � /  

A 

/ / 
¥ 

/ / 
Fig. 3 

halfB (Fig. 4). 

A few rubs on the abrasive paper as 
shown in fig. 4 will remove suffici eot 

a material so that the AC, if placed on 
dop and the screws tightened, will be 
immovable until the screws are loos-
ened. The full thickness of 5mm is n ot 
necessary, and the AC can be thmned at 

Fig. 4 

the clamping area by countersinking. This is a great help when 
you haven't allowed the dop to project eoough from the hand piece 
(Fig. 5). 

Clean Up -Remove burrs from all 
,...=.,..C.--/-;!a::,---,,1 parts, etc., with a fine file. 

TO USE 

You have cut either Crown or Pavil
ion? Then place AC on dop and do ui, 

J--..l..'---+--,11 screws loosely. Bring hand piece 
down parallel to master lap so that AC 

l..!:::======:!:::...Jrests flat on the lap (fig. 6). Tighten 
Fig. 5 screws. Test to check AC is holding 

tightly. Remove and transfer in trans-�---------'----� 
OUK fer block as usual. S1lH' 

I l l�[IJ'--'-� 
Transfer complete? 
Then place new dop in 
hand piece and tighten 
in hand piece whilst 
keeping AC flat on 

l.N' master lap (fig. 7). Re-L===========----' move AC and old dop 
fig. 6 together by spirit lamp 

ARSTIIP 

I 

l.N' 

fig. 7 
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flame on old dop and back of AC. Remove AC from dop. If you 
have done the job correctly, you now have the perfect alignment 
of filcets. 

HELPFUL HINTS 

I use small plain washer under the screw heads ( cuts down fric
tion). AC can be left on dop during table polishing, then returned 
with pinpoint accuracy to touch up star facets if necessary. The 
few ACs I made for the Nunawading group cost $2 each. So you 
are not out for much to make an AC which will give you greater 
accuracy than a $200 transfer block. Do not alter your machine 
settings during the transfer time. Make two or three ACs. You 
can be cutting more than one stone without delay. Of course you 
don't alter the cheater-you should not need to. Using this method 
the aligning grooves on dops are no longer used or necessary. 

(From FACET TALK 128, November-December. 2002) 

RESULTS OF 1HE USFG FACETING LIST HEX 
TILT DESIGN CONTEST 

Steve Long, hxtestl .gem: 354.0 

Gustavo Castelblanco, Burning Star, burnstar.gem: 378.4 

Bob Wimberly, Dianasix, dianagem: 381.1 

Jon Olaf Svane, Contest #4 with table, jostable.gem: 418. I 

Dan Clayton, Northern Star, norstar.gem: 4182 

Scott Moseley, Brilliant Hex Cushion, hexcush.gem: 423.1 

Robert Strickland, Tucson, tucson.gem: 437.4 ( reference design?) 

--------------------� Robert Strickland, Flyeye, flyeye.gem: 496. 1 

USFG "GET TOGETHER" 

ALL USFG MEMBERS 
(AND OTHER INTERESTED 
PARTIES) ARE INVITED TO 

ATTEND 

A USFG MEETING 
TO BE HELD IN CONJUNC

TION WITH THE "FACETERS 
SYMPOSIUM" HOSTED BY 
THE FACETER'S GUILD OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

AT SEASIDE PARK 
(VENTURA FAIRGROUNDS) 

VENTURA, CALIFORNIA 

ON JUNE 6-7-8, 2003. 

CONTACT SYMPOSIUM 
CHAIRMANGLENN KLEIN 
FOR MEETING DETAILS § 
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Which break down into two classes: 

Individual class 

Gustavo Castelblanco, Burning Star, burnstar.gem: 378.4 

Bob Wimberly, Dianasix, dianagem: 381.1 

Dan Clayton, Northern Star, norstar.gem: 4182 

Scott Moseley, Brilliant Hex Cushion, hexcush.gem: 423. I 

Robert Strickland, Tucson, tucson.gem: 437.4 ( reference deisgn?) 

Robert Strickland, Flyeye, flyeye.gem: 496.1 

Modified/Optimiz.ed class ( both were modifications of one of my 
design templates). 

Steve De Long, hxtestl.gem: 354.0 

Jon Olaf Svane, Contest #4 with table, jostable.gem: 418. I 

Jerry Capps has a design which qualified for the contest with a 
score of 420 the last I talked to him but he is publishing in LJ. 
Tom Herbst may have a design which would have qualified but he 
took himself out of the contest to avoid the appearance of conflict 
of interest or cheating with his BOG optimizer. I have looked at 
the designs and they are good. I think there will be some interest 
when people see the designs. Robert and Jon have already re
leased their designs for publication according to the headers in the 
files. 

Dan Clayton § 

ANSWERS TO LAST ISSUE'S FACETER'S QUIZ 

I-No; 2-No; 3-Yes; 4-Yes; 5-No; 6-Yes; 7-Yes; 8-Yes; 9-Yes; 
10-No; I I-Yes; 12-Yes-; 1 3-No; 14-Yes;l5-No. § 
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DITOR 'S NOTE: For those face/ers looking for a challenge, this design is likely lo help satisfy that search--Getting those seven 

acets to meet al the girdle al indices 12, 36, 60 and 84. § 

66 

Tl 

78 

54 
48 42 

m <96> 6 

30 r 
24 w 

18 

l 

IS0=81.8 Disp=17.0 
CZ Tilt=20 dgr , Ind 1.0 dgr HeadShdw 

Mongolian Turban - by Jerry L.capps 12/15/02 
Angles for IU=1..76 117+16 girdles=133 facets 
l/W=1.000 T/W=0.516 U/W=0.516 P/W=0.408 C/W=0.184 Vol./W3=0.215 

96 index PREFORM 

1 44.00° 04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 Temp.Centerpoint 
2 43.10°06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 Meet TmpCtrPt (MTCPJ 
3 90.00°04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 CAM 
4 90.00°06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 CAM 

PAVIUOIII 

5 41.60°06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 Overcuts P2; MP 1-3-4 
6 42.00° 03-21-27-45-51-69-75-93 Girdle MP; new TCP 
7 39. 10°06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 MP 5-1-6; new PCP 
8 39.20°05-19-29-43-53-67-77-91 MP 7-6-5-1 
9 37.76°07-17-31-41-55-65-79-89 MP 7-5-5-7; new TCP 
10 36.96°04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 MP 9-7-8; new PCP 

CROWI\I 

1 43.00°04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 Level girdle 
2 43.00° 06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 Level girdle 
3 39.00°08-16-32-40-56-64-80-88 Girdle Comer MP 
4 39.00°04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 MP 1-2-3 
5 36.50° 11-13-35-37-59-61-83-85 GCMP 
6 36.50°04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 MP 5-3-4 
7 36.20° 12-36-60-84 GCMP 
8 20.00°04-20-28-44-52-68-76-92 MP 7-5-6 

9 0.00°Table MP 8-7-8 
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D/TOR 'S NOTE: This design seemed worthwhile to publish as a challenge in the same sense as Jerry Capp 's Mongolian Turban. 
etting all of those crown facets to meet at index 32 should be "interesting. " And lo really generate a challenge, how about "fiddling· 
ith the angle and cheater to get a straight line across the crown from indices 18 to 46. § 

311 
32 

28 

Meyers Scallop Shell 
by Robert w. Strickland 
2/7/02 

Angles for R.I. = 1.540 
T 46 + 1 1  girdles = 57 face1s 

p 2 1-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
64 index 
L1W = 1.071 TJW = 0.302 UIW = 0.134 

L PJW = 0.416 CJW = 0.155 
voima = 0.164 

PAVILION CROWN 

1 42.50" 64-04-08-12- Cut an mini pair at20-44 A 24.00° 64 
16-48-52-56- lo TCP B 24.70" 04-60 

C 27 .20" 118-56 
G1 90.00" 1)4..(J8-12-16-

D 31.90" . 12-52 
48-52-56-60-

E 38.70" 16-48 64 
G2 90.00° 26-38 Mael jABfilrm facals F 41.10" 26-311 

2 42.50• 26-38 Cul off jAafo.m racets G 31.70" 27.:.37 

3 41.70" 02-o&-58-62 H 28.10" 2&-36 

4 41.50" 11-63 J 24.90" 30-34 

5 41.60" 15-49 K 24.00" 32 
L 27.30" 21-43 
M 20.20" 20-44 
N 9.00" 18-46 
0 s.oo• 11-41 
T 0.00° Tabla 

Daaignad in hOnaur of Val and Frank Mayers. They WM!! our hosls when my wife, 
Dorolhy, and I visited Viclolia in 1999. In addition ID Frank's inlSRJst in flll:ating, 
Frank and Val are avid shell collactom. This design - inspired by a scallop &hell. 

Sl8p8 N and O are at low anglee and will be clffiaJlt ID cul on 1101118 rnar:hiMII. 

C:\Facel\Culslscallop.gam 
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USFG MEMBERS' WEBSITES 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The primary purpose of the following list is 
one of communicaJion: a communicati�n that �ists and is possi
ble amongst us - A. USFG members with websites; B. fl1embers 
who have electronic mail potential but do not have websites; C. 
And members who have only regular (snail) mail potential. 

We are a Guild composed of Professional and Hobbyist Gem 
Cutters; Inventors of Faceting Equipment, laps, Faceting Ma
chines etc.; Scientists, Engineers and Teachers. If our members 
have commodities for sale or free exchange, the USFG officers 
feel that this information is extremely important for all members 
of the USFG to have on hand lest you are concerned that this 
is commercialism, please be advised that the USFG does not 
benefit financially one iota from this endeavor - it is only com
municalion of useful informaJion. 

THIS JS ALSO A NOTICE to USFG members who are dealers 
that have only electronic mail and/or dealers who have Q!JD'Jeg
ular mail; please send the following information to Charles 
Moon (address in USFG Newsletter) and enclose the following 
instructions: I. Name of business; 2. E-mail address, if you have 
one; 3. Snail mail address and telephone; 4. Describe the 
essence of your business in 25 words or less.§ 

JEFF GRAHAM: Gram Faceting: Rough available: Tourmaline, 
Garnet, Sapphires, Quartz, Beryl, Perid_ot, Topaz, Gram �aceting 
books, "ask Jell" fuceting related questions, cut stones, links. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.fuceters.com>www.raceters.com> 
E-MAIL: <mailto:jeff@fuceters.com>jeff@fuceters.com> 
JEFF GRAHAM 
Gram Faceting 
P.O. Box 18385 
Tucson, AZ. 85731 ************************************************ 
BOB KELLER: Bob's Rock Shop/Rock&Gem Magazine On
line: The Internet's first "Zine" for mineral collectors, lapidary 
hobbyists and rockhounds features online articles, show and club 
lists, free classified ads, Rock Net and more. 
WEBSITE: http://www.rockhounds.com 
E-MAIL: <bkeller@rockhounds.com 
BOB KELLER 
227 West Rillito Street 
Tucson, AZ. 85705 
************************************************ 
ANDY KILIKAUSKAS: Mojave Gems: The purpose ofmy site 
is to display my fuceted & cabbed gems, and to give people some 
background information about gemcutting. 
WEBSITE: <http://ndti.net/andyk/wkpage.htm> 
E-MAIL: <andyk@ridgenet.net> ************************************************ 
ROB KULAKOFSKY: COLOR WRIGHT. We sell most major 
brands offuceting machines, laps (including BA TT laps ), saws 
and other accessories for the raceter at discount prices. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.facetingmachines.com> 
E-Mail: <rob@fucetingmachines.com> 
(Toll free): 877-5 48-1 43 9 ************************************************ 
JEAN MARR: MystiCrystals, Gifts from the Heart of the Earth: 
Our searchable web site features information about our show 
schedule, gemstone jewelry, faceted gemstones, custom faceting, 
gem trees, gem tree supplies, fucet rough, and contains articles by 
Jean on gemology and raceting. 
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WEBSITE: <www.MystiCrystals.com> 
E-MAIL: <sales@mysticrylstals.com> 
JEAN MARR 
PO BOX 1815 
Kernersville, NC 12185 
33 6-5 95-3870 
**************************************************** 
JASON P. MEEKS: Shadow Enterprise; Custom Gemstone De
sign and Loose Gemstone Sales. Finished Jewelry and gemstone 
information pages. Discounts available to members of the USFG 
and !GS. Knifemakers Gemstones 
WEBSITE: <http://www.shadowenterprise.com> 
E-Mail: <shadowenterprise@aol.com> 
Fax: 601-8 98-112 9 
TELE: 601-75()..21 91 
JASON P. MEEKS 
Shadow Enterprise, Inc. 
P.O. Box 41 9 
Ridgeland, MS 3 9158--0419 
******************************************* 
GLEN & VENETI A PROBST: English Language Cyber Cen
ter at Brigham Young U. Reveals: A photo story about making a 
gemstone for learners of English as a second language. It is part 
of my website for the English Language Cyber �nter .at B�gham 
Young University. (Recommended: Excellent article, Makmg a 
Gemstone.") WEBSITE: <http://humanities.byu.edu/elc/student/ 
adventures/gemstones/gemstone.html> 
E-MAIL: <softec@itsnelcom> 
GLEN W. PROBST 
380 N. 1200 E. 
Orem, Utah 8 40 97 ******************************************************* 
DIXIE THOMAS REALE: Kounting House. The web site is 
primarily designed for sale of rocks. It has a catalog �e with 
rock descriptions and pictures, as wel/ as a one of a kmd _page wit., 
cabs andjewehy and some ofmy son s art works. There 1s also a 
rock of the month page with information on how the rocks are 
formed, and instruction on working the stones. There are a couple 
of field trips with maps and instructions to digging areas in the 
Northwestern U.S.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.dopplerfi<.com/kounting> 
E-MAIL: <dixietr@magiclink.com> 
DIXIE THOMAS REALE 
503 West 8th, 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 ************************************************ 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE: Jon Rolfe, Gearloose.com: Online ar
ticles illustrate how to build your own laps, raceting machines, 
digital angle readouts for existing production machines. Some 
examples of Jon's gemcutting appear '!< in�ormation re hi� B!tt 
Lap. There are links to other gemcuttmg sites and organizations. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gearloose.com> 
E-MAIL: <webmaster@gearloose.com> 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE 
PO Box533 
North Easton, MA 0235 6 ************************************************ 
JOHN FRANKE: FACET SHOPPE. Since 1 9 90 we promote 
the art of gem cutting by offering information, rough and cut gem
stones, lapidary equipment and supplies for fuceters of all skill 
levels, and maintain the Datavue Gem Design Database. No 
email? Write or call for free price list 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemcutter.com> 
E-MAIL: <facet@gemcutter.com> 
John Franke 
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North Easton, MA 0235 6 ************************************************ 
JOHN FRANKE: FACET SHOPPE. Since 1 9 90 we promote 
the art of gem cutting by offering infonnation, rough and cut gem
stones, lapidary equipment and supplies for filceters of all skill 
levels, and maintain the Datavue Gem Design Database. No 
email? Write or call for free price list 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemcutter.com> 
E-MAIL: <fucet@gemcutter.com> 
John Franke 
PO Box 44 9 
Port Townsend, WA 983 68 
Tele: 3 60-385-4520 
FA){: 3 60-385- 925 6 ************************************************ 
C.R. SMITH: Prospectors Pouch, Inc. Developer of the Mirror 
Facet(tm)Kit/ Mirror Blend system. A joy to use. In jewelry, lap
idary over 30 yrs. Prospect and promote Georgia Gems and Min
erals. Experience: past operator of school for fuceting, cabbing 
and jewelry manufucturing. F .G.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.prospectorspouch.com> 
E-MAIL <prospectorspouch@mindspring.com> 
C.R. Smith, Prospector's Pouch, Inc. 
2850 Hwy. 41 North, P.O. Box 112 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
Tele: (770) 427-6481, lilx (770)427- 6481 ************************************************ 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG: Newgate Gems, LLC 
We offer faceting rough, colored gemstones and faceting equip
ment (Ultra Tee and Polymetrics dealer). Our newest feature is a 
line of I 00"/o cotton sportswear that is embroidered with our cus
tom "facet machine" logo. 
WEBSITE: <www.newgems.com> Please note: Website in con
struction but will be operative by March. 
E-MAIL: <allen@newgems.com> 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG 
P.O. BOX 83 
Weatogue, CT 0 608 9 ************************************************ 
SKITTER GEMS 
205 South 15th St. 
Norfolk., NE 68701-4803 
E. Don Cook 
Phone: 402-371-0 6 68 
Fax: 402-37 9-553 6 
e-mail: edcook@ncfcomm.com e.mail: kookoo@digisys.net 
web: www.ncfcomm.com/skitter-gems ************************************************ 
MIKE SCANLAN: PEBBLE DESIGNS 
Rough and cut gemstones, finished jewelry and jewelry compo
nents. 
WEBSITE: <www.pebbledesignsbymolly.com> 
E-MAIL: <pebbledesigns@aol.com> OR <scanlanmg@nol.com> 
MIKE SCANLAN 
PO BOX 1014 
Hixson TN 37343 ************************************************ 

USFG MEMBERS, DEALERS WITH 
E-MAIL BUT WITHOUT WEBSITES 

Business Name: FACETS OF NEWBERRY. 
Essence of Business: : Small part time business engaged in custom 
cutting and repair of colored gemstones. Business can be reached 
by mail....Business can be reach by mail. 
BILL EHNEY 
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1728 Boundary St. 
Newberry, SC 2 9108 
E-mail: <W.ehney@worldnet.att.net> 
Tele: 803-27 6-8827 ************************************************ 
Business Name: GEMART SERVICES 
Essence of Business: Specializing in providing facet rough to the 
cutter; custom cut gems to the jeweler and to the collector. Our 
public exposure is through several shows, as well as mail order. 
List avaihible. 

JERRY NEWMAN 
42-452 Bob Hope Dr. 
PMB 203 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
E-mail: <GEMARTSERV@nol.com> ************************************************ 
Business Name: MOON STONES 
Essence of Business: Lapidary and Faceting Equipment Business 
primarily one of"drop shipping." 
CHARLES L. MOON 
155 Myrtle Court 
Arcata, CA 95521- 6511 
E-mail: <clmoon@pacbell.net> 
Tele: 707-822- 60 63 ************************************************ 
Business Name: SPARKLE GEMS 
Essence of Business: We provide top quality gem facet rough to 
the discriminating fucetor at truly low prices. "lfit doesn't Sparkle, 
it's not from Sparkle Gems." 
MICHAEL E. ROLFING 
2 6 94 E. Garvey Ave. So. #125 
West Covina, CA 91791 
Tele: 626-966-5 684 
E-mail: <sparklegems@sparklegems.net> 
Fax: 62 6- 9 6 6-5 985 
URL: WWW.Sparklegems.net ******************************************************* 

PLEASE NOTE: If any of the USFG MEMBERS have NOT re
sponded to the above possibility of this kind of communication -
Business WITH WEBSITE, Business WITH E-MAIL BUT NO 
WEBSITE and Business WITH REGULAR-MAIL COMMUNI
CATION, ONLY - as seen in the DECEMBER 9 9  and MARCH 
00 NEWSLETTER , please send your infonnation to Charles. 
L.Moon; the address is above. It will be published in the next 
Newsletter. § 
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UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 

Man:b, 2003 · j 

The USFG is open to faceters everywhere. Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting 
through our newsletter and correspondence.. Our seconilary goal is to improve competitions and competition 
rules, both in the U.S. and internationally. Off'icers are elected every two years for 2 year terms; 1998 begins 
with new officers. lssoes are voted on by mail Members receive our Quarterly Newsletter, usually containing 
about 20 pages each, and the right to participate in the USFG activities. New members receive a copy of our 
Constitution upon request. 

Name: Mr. __ Mrs. __ Ms. __ 

Street Address _________________ Telepboue�-----� 

City, State, Zip,----------------------------' 

I am a faceter I am interested in becoming a faceter __________ _. 

How long have you been faceting? ____________________ _, 

I couipete or have competed at the following levels: 

Juuior ____ ,Novice ____ .lutermediate_Advanced __ Master ______ � 

I do uot wish to compete __ • 

I have a display case __ 12 stoues __ 2o+ stooes __ Educational __ Otber ___ __. 

Which machine do you cut with? ____________________ __, 

Do you cut commercially? Yes __ No __ Are you a gemstone dealer? Y es __ No __ • 

Do yon need help with, or information about, your type of machine? Yes No ___ � 

Have you judged iu competitions? Yes __ No __ luterested in judging? Yes_No __ • 

Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? Y es __ No __ • 

E-mail address ifapplicable, ______________________ __, 

Are you a member oftbe Faceters Digest? Yes __ No __ • 

Do you belong to other faceting guilds? Y es __ No __ lf Yes, please list below: 

Are you interested in serving as a USFG off'icer? __ • If so, please list below: 

Special talents or interests to share? Please list below: 

Enclosed is my check for $18 (U.S.) for I year membership in USFG, ________ _. 
$21 (Canada), $23 (Overseas) 

MAKE CHECKS PA YABLE TO: DON DUNN 
MAIL THIS FORM PLUS CHECK TO: Don Dunn, 993 Renown Rd. 

Rev. 8-98 

Dayton, OH 45430-1112 
Telephone: (937) 426-5112 
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